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2004's "the italian job" starred brad pitt, michael caine, edward
norton, and jason statham. the premise is simple: a group of thieves

plan to rob the italian national museum of monuments and fine arts in
rome, but the plan backfires when the theft is interrupted by an

italian policeman, who ends up fighting for his life with the thieves.
it's a tale of two thieves, one who has a heart, and the other who is

just about a stone's throw away from a heart attack. this remake is a
complete disaster. there is very little about the new film that is

reminiscent of the original movie. the film is dull and boring. the
acting is mediocre at best. the editing is choppy. the fight scenes are

too short. the plot is completely predictable. there is nothing new
about the film except for the presence of "the fast and the furious"

star, jason statham.summary: you don't have to watch the original to
enjoy this remake. but you do need to watch the original to

understand what this is. huge change in tone from the original to the
remake. i didn't mind some of the changes, but the story arc felt more
like an excuse to have a car chase. the original was just a car chase.
there were some car chase scenes in this, but they were only a small
part of the film. the original was much more about the characters and

the relationships between them. this film was basically about a car
chase. the changes in tone and focus of the film were a bad choice.

there was an added dud of a character, peter stolow. he was dull and
had little to do. the film is all about the races and how the group of

characters get their cars into the race.
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rome, but the plan backfires when the theft is interrupted by an

italian policeman, who ends up fighting for his life with the thieves.
it's a tale of two thieves, one who has a heart, and the other who is

just about a stone's throw away from a heart attack. this remake is a
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star, jason statham.summary: you don't have to watch the original to
enjoy this remake. but you do need to watch the original to

understand what this is. huge change in tone from the original to the
remake. i didn't mind some of the changes, but the story arc felt more
like an excuse to have a car chase. the original was just a car chase.
there were some car chase scenes in this, but they were only a small
part of the film. the original was much more about the characters and
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